
DPRK VICTORIOUS WITH INDEPENDENT POLICY 
 
Pandemic Covid-19 virus and countermeasures that countries have taken indeed has tested the 
individual countries defense capability, social solidarity and level of economic self-sufficiency as 
it was a biological warfare-like condition. 
 
Many countries, including the Great Powers such as China, Russia, the United States and many 
others have eventually failed to adequately respond this pandemic due to a weak social 
mobilization, inherent with its capitalist nature. 
 
DPRK, under banner of true principles of Juche and Songun idea, excelled from the countries 
of the world. It has no infection case in the country and keeps prosperous even under long-
lasting imperialist international economic sanction. 
 

Western countries responce 
 
Pandemic Covid-19 has revealed many shortcomings of the capitalism.  
 
Great Powers and imperialist countries have a strong military forces although a weak public 
support for the sustained military efforts. This leads to conclude that their military forces are not 
aimed to assist their people, but to invade and inslave a poor nations instead. That is why the 
armies were so weak to effectively respond the pandemic within the country, and in many 
countries, popular protest were observed, proving a grave nature of the system. 
 
The pandemic has also revealed that the imperialist powers are vulnerable from biological 
warfare and has very limited, if no at all, capability to respond it. Wartime emergency regime 
taking in Italy and selection process of survivable patients, who were mostly younger than 60, 
has eventually driven to the discrimnation of its people by age, furthermore, to social divide. 
Doctors have refused to take elder people as they were hopeless to be treated and wasted them 
alive, and many poor elders left helplessly waiting for their moment of death. In this social divide, 
the country has indeed failed to biological warfare-like condition. 
 
Covid – 19 case has also revealed inhumanity of the capitalist monopolists. The most of the 
Great Powers, including the United States have tragically wasted a precious time to respond the 
pandemic, but concerned only its economy. It has also showed that priority of a capitalism is not 
a human being, but money. Fearing the economy would not stand long during the quarantine, 
governments were reluctant to take a decisive counter measures to defend its population. 
Financial and economic lords’ greed is the prime reason of the failure. 
 
Inhuman nature of the capitalist countries and political system protecting this system eventually 
revoked social unrest in many countries. President Tramp has made a dark joke about the 
pandemic naming “China virus”and falsely declared that American people are immune from it. 
Although not eventually said it, this dark joke has deliberately illustrated racial and fascist nature 
Washington regime. Series of events like police brutality that has tragically killed an innocent 
black american, black people’s rightful protest under slogan of “Black lives matter” followed by 
this brutal murder, white people armed with guns and scered from black unrest and etc., have 



all demonstrated weakness of the American political system and the social structure based on 
the racism. Besides, brutal bloody suppression of this movement has also proved the fascist 
nature of the western regime. 
 
In short, the western countries have completely failed to respond the grave pandemic, which fact 
has also revealed fatal weakness of the capitalist state and the social structure.  
 

DPRK victorious response 
 
From all the countrirs in the world, the DPRK has exelled by its succesful policy. Kinilsunism and 
Kimjongilism banner was raised high and all principles of the Juche idea made real. Comparing 
to other countries, it should be mentioned that the DPRK fights in two-fronts today; one is the 
pandemic Covid-19, a biological warfare-like catastrophy, and other is the long-lasting economic 
sanction imposed by the imperialist nations. Even though, the DPRK remained victorious. 
 
DPRK only cared for people, not money. It has closed the border, enforced a strict sanitary 
regime and locked down its towns as early as January although the country was still in economic 
sanction. Pyongyang General Hospital contruction, which will be ready in October as a gift to 
KWP 75th anniversary clearly demonstrates the human-centered priniciple as core idea of Juche. 
Dear Leader Kim Jong Un’s resent visit to the construction site and wise guidance given to the 
workers have shown Dear Leader’s geniune love to the people and the well-established anti-
pandemic strategy, which fact is rarely seen in other countries. 
 
Imperiliast countries focus on money and prioritizes exploitation of poor colonies, yet their 
economy has tremendeously sufferred from the pandemic. In defference of them, the DPRK 
focuses on human wellbeing and works under international sanction, its economy was stabile 
and has even grown in 2020. Price of rice and corn was stabile and gasoline price was even 
dropped. Weather this year is favorable for harvesting, which guarantees a solid base for stabile 
food supply. Although typhoon has striked the DPRK agricultural regions, people are working 
hard for minimizing the damage after the Dear Leader’s inspection of typhoon damaged 
provinces like South Hwanghae Province. The Leader and the government of the DPRK work 
hard to improve daily of the people. 
 
Human-centered core principle was not only stopped with economic policy, but with social cares. 
Food was mobilized from wartime reserves and distributed to population, especially to common 
workers.  It was much rightful decision and makes a sharp contrast from other western capitilist 
states, where military was mobilized to prevent and suppress popular unrest. Helping to the 
population has caused no harm to the Army, but has effectively generated public support for it, 
which is evendently shown by short-range ballistic missile tests taken in 2020. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Under banner of rightful principles of Juche idea and Songun idea, DPRK was remained 
victorious once again in this year. 
 



Wide-spread pandemic of Covid-19 has created a biological warfare-like condition throughout 
the world and many nations, namely the Great Powers has fatally failed to respond it. Main 
reason of this failure was related to nature of their capitalist system and imperialist policy. 
Shortsighted joke over Covid-19, calling it as Asian or China virus has revealed fascist nature of 
US policy and has hopelessly ruined in front of reality. Greed for money, concealed by “concern 
for economic growth” has revealed inhuman nature of the system, prioritizing money over human’ 
and  eventually caused the loss of most treasured times, leaving the country in devastation and 
loss of thousands of lives. Armed forces designed for occupation and enslaving poor nations are 
proved to be incapable to respond the internal catastrophy, helping to its ordinary citizens. 
 
In contrast of those countries, the DPRK response was quick and effective. Human-centered 
principle of Juche idea demonstrated its truthfulness. Regardless harsh economic sanctions and 
risks, timely lockdown and introduction of sanitary regime were the key for successful prevention 
of Covid-19 pandemic. People of the DPRK have effectively consolidated under wise guidance 
of the KWP as opposed to social unrest in the western countries. Timely and effective response 
to biological warfare-like condition accumulated public support for Korean People’s Army, which 
has strengthened its combat capability as shown by the military drills in 2020. 
 
In sum, the DPRK measures taken against the pandemic Covid-19 in 2020 have demonstratively 
proved to the world the truth of Juche and Songun idea, founded by Gread Leader Kim Il Sung 
and Great General Kim Jong Il, and continuesly held by wise guidance of Dear Leader Kim Jong 
Un. 


